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Abstract 

 

In the aftermath of the 2012 University of California, Berkeley 120-day research misconduct investigation 

into the accusation of ‘idea plagiarism’ in the nonreductive physical materialism teleology theories of UC 

Berkeley anthropology professor Terrence Deacon, a parallel reading of the respective nonreductive 

physical materialism teleology theories of plagiarism accuser Cuban-born American philosopher Alicia 

Juarrero (Dynamics in Action, 1999) and Terrence Deacon (Incomplete Nature, 2011) was done in effort 

to ascertain any resemblance, novelty, priority, or worth of each. A report of these findings his presented 

here and along the way a critique and analysis of physical teleology theory in general is given. 

 

Introduction 
 

“Frequent unqualified references to the principle of minimum entropy production, [are] quite often 

used to bolster teleological arguments.” 

— Irvin Richardson (1968), “On the Principle of Minimum Entropy Production”1 

 

On 11 Nov 2011, American neurological anthropologist and physical teleology theorist Terrence Deacon, 

the head of the University of California, Berkeley anthropology department, following ‘nearly a decade’ 

of discussion, research, and writing published his 624-page book Incomplete Nature: How Mind Emerged 

from Matter, with the bold tagline: ‘a radical new explanation of how life and consciousness emerged 

from physics and chemistry’.N1 Within days of its publication, Cuban-born American philosopher and 

physical teleology theorist Alicia Juarrero, former philosophy professor of Prince George’s Community 

College, Maryland, noted for her 288-page similarly-themed 1999 book Dynamics in Action: Intentional 
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Behavior as a Complex System—both vicariously aimed at reconstructing Aristotelian-like teleology 

explanations on new age science platform of Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine’s 1970s far-from-equilibrium 

fluctuation and bifurcation models—read Deacon’s book, an emotional experience about which is best 

summarized in her own words—as she explains to interviewer experimental psychologist Seth Roberts in 

a circa Jan 2013 communication—the spreadsheet referred to below being Juarrero’s meticulous 

tabulation of what she seems to delusionally believe are a remarkable total of 243 points of intentional—

no pun intended—plagiarism overlap, idea stealing, and or theory misappropriation, between the two 

books:2 
 

“I’ll tell you how my cri de coeur [cry from the heart] spreadsheet came about: as I read Deacon 

[Incomplete Nature] I got angrier and angrier, so I decided to start the spreadsheet. The index in 

my own book [Dynamics in Action] is very bad (my fault, my inexperience) and so I was having a hard 

time finding the parallel material in my own work. I knew I had said something to that effect 

somewhere in the book but couldn’t remember where and couldn’t find the entry in my own index.  
 
But suddenly, a pattern emerged: All I had to do was read on a few pages or paragraphs further 

down from the previous ‘problem,’ and there would be the next item. This happened over and over 

again in huge chunks of the work (which I highlighted to point out the big chunks of seriatim 

similarities) that’s so damning and to me, clear evidence this wasn’t just someone who vaguely 

remembered what I had said in a talk and then reconstructed the ideas for himself. The sheer 

number and sequential nature of the similarities are just too improbable to be a coincidence, or two 

people working in the same field.  
 
He was quite clever about it. He hid it with neologisms, talking about whole-part instead of top-

down causality, insisting that self-organization is not enough (and then turning around in advocating 

it), etc. And, of course, not discussing intentional action, which is the explicit subject of my book.” 
 

The author, prior to reading Juarrero’s alleged plagiarism evidence spreadsheet, independently made his 

own table of comparisons, on images, theorists, and idea commonality usage, respectively, following a 

reading of the two respective books, each shown below. From this alternative, third party, independent 

investigation vantage point, a reading of Juarrero’s spreadsheet, becomes quite humorous. Line 43 from 

her spreadsheet, in fact, puts the common gist of their respective books into the form of a formula:  
 

 Pgs. Incomplete Nature (2011) Dynamics in Action (1999) Pgs. 
     

32 77-78 Zombies [and consciousness debate] Zombies [and consciousness debate] 172, 
264 

43 109 Organized to achieve a specific end = Final cause 
(Aristotle) + Far-from-equilibrium thermodynamics 
(Prigogine) 

Main thesis of DIA (Juarrero)  

70 171 Fist mention of Stuart Kauffman Mentioned throughout DIA  
 
Line 32, is a fine example of the issue at hand. Both Juarrero and Deacon invoke the zombie example as a 

point of discussion as to whether ‘consciousness’ exists—Juarrero explaining that robots and zombies are 

examples of animate things, but ones that supposedly lack consciousness, though she discusses this in a 
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footnote, because she does ‘not wish to get drawn into the debate on consciousness’; Deacon likewise 

explaining that zombies, like animated clay golems, are but robots running on a program. Juarrero, here, 

like every other line in her spreadsheet, seems to think that she originated the zombie and consciousness 

example, specifically in her 1999 footnote? Not only that, but she has the imagined idea that Deacon read 

her ‘original’ zombie example, then used it as an example discussion launching point, and did so without 

citation of her footnote, and did so intentionally so that he could give the impression of idea originality. 

Yet as Deacon clarifies in a 22 Nov 2011 communication to Juarrero (see below): ‘I don't claim to have 

originated these ideas.’ Indeed, the so-called ‘problem of zombies’, as American mind philosopher Guven 

Guzeldere, in his 1997 subsection ‘Epiphenomenalism and the Possibility of Zombies’, summarizes, 

traces to English natural philosopher Thomas Huxley’s 1901 discussions on the consciousness of brutes: 
 

“The argument which applies to brutes [zombies] holds equally good of men … It seems to me that 

in men, as in brutes, there is no proof that any state of consciousness is the cause of change in 

motion of the matter of the organism.” 
 
Huxley’s brutes examples, in turn, as Guzeldere summarizes, dates back to French philosopher Rene 

Descartes and his automaton theory philosophical debates of human reaction. Hence, Juarrero’s claim that 

she originated the zombie example, like every other idea in her book, is but a laughingstock. Both she and 

Deacon read and or heard the zombie example—which had become a component of ‘contemporary 

literature’ in the 1990s as Guzeldere summarizes—somewhere previously and used it as a discussion 

point example. Deacon did not steal her zombie idea. The same is the case for every other idea that 

Juarrero claims Deacon stole. Line 70, above, for instance, she claims Deacon stole Stuart Kauffman from 

her? Everybody who’s anybody has read Stuart Kauffman. Juarrero’s anger at this point is like a spoiled 

child who had its plaything taken away. 

 In any event, to continue, by 18 Nov 2011, only a week after Deacon’s book release, Juarrero pent up 

anger bubbled over into a letter dispatched to Deacon containing the following accusations:9 

 
“The most glaring absential in Incomplete Nature is a citation to my own Dynamics in Action (MIT 

1999). This is really disgusting, Terry. And you know my work well because we met in person in 

Cancun 3-years ago where I described reinterpreting downward causation and emergence in terms 

of constraints, and understanding constraints as alterations in probability distributions. It's all there 

in chapter 9 [Constraints as Causes: The Intersection of Information Theory and Complex Systems 

Dynamics] of Dynamics in Action.” 
 
While Juarrero, as we see, cries from the heart, she also vents with fire. At this point, it would have been 

advisable for Juarrero to write a journal article explaining cogently and in an argumentative fashion how 

it is that Deacon, in her underdog author conspiracy theory view, copied her constraints-based downward 

causation emergence theory, page-by-page. This, however, did not occur. 

 By 25 Jan 2012, Juarrero had contacted Thomas Barlett, editor of The Chronicle of Higher Education, 

listing a ten point argument to the effect that Deacon via intentional action stole or misappropriated her 

so-called grand ‘action theory’ and did so all, supposedly, without citation.3 Juarrero then teamed up with 

professional Wall Street whistle-blower turned complexity theorist Michael Lissack, recent $30 million 

dollar recipient of federal whistleblower lawsuit compensations, American classics professor Carl 
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Rubino, one of her former coauthors, British-born American mind-consciousness philosopher Colin 

McGinn, one of her former professors at the University of Miami, American-born Canadian philosopher 

Evan Thompson, author of the 2007 Mind in Life: Biology, Phenomenology, and the Sciences of Mind, 

among a few others, and together the group, as Deacon put it, ‘decided to do everything [they] can to 

defame me to my colleagues throughout the world and to use his ill-gotten millions to both attack my 

scholarship and my character in a very public and vicious way’, and went on over the course of the next 

13-months to launch a rather extensive, whistle zeal fueled, smear campaign—or a ‘quite nasty attack’ as 

Deacon calls it—involving supposedly more than 1,500 fervent emails sent to faculty members at 

Berkeley, staff members, students, administrators, media outlets, and state legislators, not to mention the 

launching of two attack dedicated public websites: AliciaJuarrero.com (29 Mar 2012), run by Juarrero, 

and TheTerryDeaconAffair.com (27 May 2012), run by Lissack, specifically to host and post to all of the 

related forcefully-made public correspondence material surrounding the supposed ‘misappropriation 

allegations.’  

 To read between the lines here, before proceeding, letters and or phone calls to one’s state legislature, 

as done by Lissack and Juarrero, about concerns or issues with a scientific article or book is usually a red 

flag that underlying religious belief and or spirituality idea conflicts are involved in some way. A recent 

example, to illustrate, being American retired high school physics teacher David Roemer who since 2009, 

via an ongoing email and internet campaign, has been attempting to get American physicist Daniel Styer’s 

2008 American Journal of Physics article ‘Entropy and Evolution’, which uses the Boltzmann-Planck 

entropy equation (S = k ln W) to make an approximate calculation of the entropy of the biosphere 

(chnops-sphere), retracted, because he thinks it’s an ‘absurd calculation’, and has gone so far to do the 

following: ‘I have written a 10-page document with 9 exhibits explaining why the AJP article is a fraud 

being perpetrated upon citizens of the U.S. I submitted it to my congressman (9th district of New 

York).’11 Roemer's argument, in plain speak, him being an open creationist—as he says in his own words: 

‘I believ[e] in God, [which] means believing in life after death. This is the belief of Christians, 

Muslims, Jews, Hindus, and Buddhists’—is that the so-called disordering tendency of entropy and the 

second law, as he sees things, contradicts the supposed upward ordering tendency of evolution and 

Darwinism, a paradox that in his mind is thus proof of the existence of the creative powers of god, or 

something along these lines—hence, Styer’s use of the Boltzmann equation to calculate a measurement of 

entropy in respect to the evolution of humans is an attack on his belief in the existence of god and 

afterlife, in short.   

 Although we don’t find this type of open religious argument in either Juarrero or Deacon’s books, we 

do note that both are intertwined with the Templeton Foundation events, the multi-billion dollar funding 

organization, founded in 1987 by American-born British 20-billion-dollar net worth stock trader John 

Templeton, catering to ‘research or discoveries about spiritual realities’, a subject that can become easily 

camouflaged in subtle scientific garb. The annual Templeton Prize—the monetary value of which is 

annual adjusted so that it exceeds that of the Nobel Prizes, being that Templeton felt ‘spirituality was 

ignored’ in the Nobel Prizes—is no doubt something Juarrero and Deacon have their eyes on? Noted 

Templeton Prize winning scientists include: physicist theologian John Polkinghorne (2002), philosopher-

physicist Holmes Rolston (2003), laser theory physicist Charles Townes (2005)—both Juarrero and 
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Deacon discuss humans as lasers comparisons in their books—and cosmologist and theoretical physicist 

John Barrow (2006), to name a few. To quote from Rolston:35 

  
“One can posit god as a countercurrent to entropy, a sort of biogravity that lures life upward.” 

 
The Templeton Foundation, supposedly, is doling out a million dollars for these types of theologically 

themed thermodynamic theories? While Deacon and Juarrero don’t come out of the closet this much, their 

respective emergent teleology theories are distant cousin theories to Rolston’s argument. 

 Another example of scientific garb camouflaged spiritual reality research is America chemical 

engineering ecologist Robert Ulanowicz’s recent Temple Foundation published book A Third Window: 

Natural Life Beyond Newton and Darwin, wherein he openly declares himself a theist and attempts to mix 

information theory and a free energy analogy to argue for a theologically consistent evolution theory that 

he calls ascendancy, meaning ‘governing or controlling influence’. Ulanowicz, by no strange coincidence, 

is Juarrero’s main thermodynamics peer reviewer. Juarrero likewise opens her acknowledgements section 

by referring to her scholarly work as a ‘blessing [from God] without which life would be greatly 

diminished’. In short, by comparison to Roemer, the contacting of a congressman done by Juarrero and 

Lissack has something of a religious/spirituality biasing red flag about it.   

 To continue, in response to this growing and multiple person involving attack on Deacon, on 22 Nov 

2011, Deacon communicated the following to Juarrero:10 
 

“I am sorry, but I have never referred to your book because it is unknown to me. And I suspect that 

I do not recall your talk in Cancun because I have repeatedly argued over the years that downward 

causation makes no sense.  

 Indeed, I have been working on this issue since the early 80s and published on related ideas as 

early as 1976 in a paper on Peirce's semiotics and its relevance to cybernetics that is widely known. 

My discussion group (see the acknowledgements) has been working on this book with me since 

2001 along with many colleagues around the world. Since Bruce Weber is on this mail list you may 

want to look up the paper that we wrote together about emergence in the journal Cybernetics and 

Human Knowing back in 2000 following our discussions at a 1999 conference that Bruce organized. 

 The idea that you have some priority thinking about these issues in constraint terms is also not 

credible. I was teaching classes using Ashby's Introduction to Cybernetics in the late 1970s in which 

constraint is one of the central concepts. I find that Stu Kauffman has also been particularly clear on 

the importance of constraint in his work, from way back (and I quote one of his favorite aphorisms 

about it as a chapter epigraph). But so has Howard Pattee and many others extending back into the 

70s. Hopefully in your work you also cite these and the many other pioneers of these ideas, instead 

of pretending that you were the first ever to have thought of them. These ideas have been in the air 

for decades in various forms. 

 Hopefully in your work you also cite these and the many other pioneers of these ideas, instead 

of pretending that you were the first ever to have thought of them. These ideas have been in the air 

for decades in various forms. So mostly I find your accusation surprisingly self-serving and 

presumptuous. I don't claim to have originated these ideas, though let me repeat that 

your work has had NO influence on me. And this is only a small part of my book that that provides a 

reconception of the origins of life, the concept of work, the notion of information, the logic of 
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evolution, and the basis of consciousness. I leave it to others to read our respective books and to 

ascertain any resemblance, novelty, priority, or worth.” 
 
To summarized, at this point, this rather uncouth method of harassment, about priority, in a rather niche 

field of research, thermodynamics, emergence of life, and philosophies of mind, by 22 Oct 2012, forced 

UC Berkeley—specifically political scientist Robert Price the associate vice chancellor for research and 

research misconduct—into launching a 120-day research misconduct investigation, wherein two "experts" 

in the field, whoever these may be, were assigned to look into the plagiarism allegations, and report the 

results of the investigation period. On 22 Jan 2013, the Berkeley investigation committee released its 

findings, the conclusion of which is as follows:36 

 
“After a formal investigation, the University has determined that there is no merit to allegations that 

you violated the University’s Research Misconduct Policy and Faculty Code of Conduct by 

committing plagiarism or misappropriating the ideas of others.” 
 

The investigation, to clarify, as the university put it, was initiated not necessarily to give credence to the 

alleged accusations, but rather to officially clear the air surrounding whole rather malicious affair. Indeed, 

there is something odorous to Juarrero’s claim to having a monopoly on certain scientific concepts, ideas 

or theories, such as constraint based emergence, particularly when her theory is hardly anything to toot 

about in the first place.  

 On the other hand, to be fair, there is some historical precedence to scientific underdogs not getting 

the credit he or she deserves and going mad or at least paranoid as a result. The prime example being how 

German physician-physicist Robert Mayer supposedly jumped out the window of an insane asylum for 

not getting credit for his 1841 work on the mechanical equivalent of heat as compared to the better known 

1843 mechanical equivalent of heat work English physicist James Joule.  

 These two, Mayer and Joule, however, were not the only ones behind the discovery of the mechanical 

equivalent of heat. American science historian Thomas Kuhn, in his 1957 article ‘Energy Conservation as 

an Example of Simultaneous Discovery’, in fact gives over a dozen or more independent theorists behind 

the conservation of energy, the mechanical equivalent of heat, and or the first law of thermodynamics, 

and categorizes twelve possible candidates for the claimant of the ‘discoverer’ of the conservation of 

energy, as follows: 
 

Conservation of energy Mechanical equivalent of heat Conservation of force 

● Robert Mayer 

● James Joule 

● Ludwig Colding 

● Hermann Helmholtz 

● Sadi Carnot 

● Marc Seguin 

● Carl Holtzmann 

● Gustave Hirn

● Karl Mohr 

● William Grove 

● Michael Faraday 

● Justus Liebig 
 
Likewise, Juarrero and Deacon are not the only two to have used a thermodynamics platform to argue for 

a modern Aristotelian themed teleology. As American biochemist (chnops-chemist) Jeffrey Wicken, in 

his 1981 article ‘Causal Explanations in Classical and Statistical Thermodynamics’, explains:27 

 
“In neither its classical nor its statistical formulations are thermodynamics are thermodynamic 

explanations constructed in the usual efficient-causal way that we tend to regard as the scientific 
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norm; instead, both formulations appeal to certain ends served by irreversible processes, namely 

the maximization of entropy or of statistical probability, as their reasons for occurrence. There is for 

this reason a decided teleological character to thermodynamic explanations which invited 

comparisons with Aristotelian treatment of causation.” 
 
Wicken’s argument here, without going into detail, has issues of its own, namely he is rewording 

thermodynamics to make it sound teleological—Mexican-born American chemist Vincente Talanquery’s 

2007 article ‘Explanations and Teleology in Chemistry Education’ goes into detail about this subtle 

wording issue.37 A point to note here, in respect to the plagiarism accusation, knowing that neither 

Juarrero nor Deacon cite Wicken, we see a striking case of the pot calling the kettle black, namely 

Juarrero, to her discredit of not doing a thorough job of scholarly research, does not cite Wicken, yet she 

and Lissack accuse Deacon of ‘plagiarism by negligence’ for not citing her? In Lissack’s own words:  
 

“There is no excuse, to even tolerate the idea that in the Internet Age it is acceptable to fail to see 

what others have written before publishing his own work. Plagiarism by negligence is still 

plagiarism.” 
 
Moreover, humorously, the author’s 500-person Hmolpedia human thermodynamics pioneers timeline 

page, a timeline which itself to over 10-years of extensive research to construct, was cited in the UC 

Berkeley research misconduct investigation as disproof of Lissack’s claim that Deacon is guilty of 

plagiarism by negligence.28 To quote from the 2013 investigation committee report:29 
 

“To adopt this novel standard for defining plagiarism would create some "interesting" situations. 

Take, for example, the intellectual arena of human thermodynamics, a topic that both Deacon and 

Juarrero address in their respective books. Hmolpedia: An Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, 

Human Chemistry and Human Physics maintains a webpage, "HT pioneers," which lists scientists and 

writers who over the years have contributed theory and logic to the understanding of the 

thermodynamics of human existence. At the moment the page lists some 505 individuals. How many 

of these authors would Deacon and Juarrero have to cite to avoid a charge of plagiarism under 

Lissack's novel definition? Note that this list does not include either Juarrero or 
Deacon, both of whom have written on the thermodynamics of human existence. So even the 

encyclopedic Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics may not meet Lissack's standards of 

complete citation.” 
 

The committee, citing the author’s case-in-point research, that even in the Internet/Google Books age it 

still takes over 10-years of research to uncover every theorist in a given field—thermodynamics applied 

to questions of human existence in this case—thus ‘rejected [Lissack’s] attempt to redefine plagiarism’, 

concluding that ‘failure to cite an earlier work with the same subject matter, even an important one, is not 

by itself research misconduct.’ In any event, in retrospect, to give some historical comparison, we now 

look back at both Mayer and Joule with intellectual awe, so the in the long run the question of priority 

becomes rather moot—in the same way we look back at Newton and Leibnitz about the question of 

priority of the development of partial differential equations: it is how their work is used that is important.  

 To continue, the author, having previously written independent Hmolpedia articles on both Juarrero 

(17 Mar 2012) and Deacon (17 Dec 2012), prior to coming across the debate, sometime before 17 Dec 
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2012, during the course of scientific research on information theory point of views, for his 18 Dec 2012 

JHT article ‘Thermodynamics ≠ Information Theory’, wherein the Juarrero-Deacon affair is discussed in 

passing (section: You Stole My Maxwell’s demon!), can be considered a neutral—except to the truth—

third party investigator on the matter of idea plagiarism. In this perspective, the author went on Deacon’s 

suggestion to ‘read each respective book and ascertain any resemblance, novelty, priority, or worth’, and 

decided to make an independent go into the accusations.  

 By 1 Jan 2013, the author had read Juarrero’s 1985 Kant paper: ‘Self-Organization: Kant’s Concept 

of Teleology and Modern Chemistry’, which supposedly contain the roots of Juarrero’s grand theory, 

according to which she now supposedly claims monopoly, and there after read, in chronological order, the 

1999 Juarrero book and then the 2011 Deacon book to see if there is any truth to the allegations, finishing 

both books in early February 2013, along the way creating a Google Book search overlapping ‘key term’ 

usage in each book to account for similarity.  

 The author then put these two books aside for a spell, to let them digest, while he read English 

geneticist Francis Crick’s Of Molecules and Men, followed by German physicist Karl Pearson’s 

Grammar of Science—the latter two being far more cogent than the former two, specifically in regards to 

their positions on or rather against the so-called ‘theory of life’ and its associative theories, namely 

consciousness and mind, all in the context of hard physical science.   

 To give a visual of this, as a ‘picture is worth a 1,000 words’, as the saying goes, the following 

twelve-inch stack of books, photo taken on 28 Mar 2013, after finishing Pearson’s book, shows the 

author’s stack of recently read books, in reverse order of reading, from top (most-recently read) to bottom 

(earlier read), along with representative quotes from both Juarrero and Deacon’s books, both quotes found 

coincidently on exactly the same page number of each respective book, and both proclaiming that life and 

mind apparently violate the second law:N2 

 

 

 
 
“The increasing complexity of living systems, both onto- and 

phylogenetically, seemed to violate the second law of 

thermodynamics. But there it is. Open systems far from 

equilibrium show a reduction in local or internal entropy.” 

— Alicia Juarrero (1999), Dynamics in Action (pg. 108) 
 
 

“Apparently, however, living and mental phenomena violate 

this presumably universal [second] law.” 

— Terrence Deacon (2011), Incomplete Nature (pg. 108) 

 
At long last, the evidence has been found! Let us quickly and forthrightly contact OJ Simpson’s famous 

lawyer Robert Kardashian and start the nationally televised lawsuit—for indeed this strikingly similar 

proclamation, found on the strikingly similar exact page, of each book, namely that life violates the 
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second law, is paramount to Copernicus’ strikingly similar—to Aristarchus of Samos—proclamation that 

the earth goes about the sun and is a reproachment in great need of reconciliation and absolution.   

We are of course joking. The seeming inconsistencies between thermodynamics and the seemingly 

upwards ascendency of what were formerly called living forms dates back to at least the 1858 so-called 

‘dilemma’ of English natural philosopher Herbert Spencer when after attempting to use the physics 

conception of equilibrium in his social evolution theories he was told by Irish physicist John Tyndall that 

equilibrium in the newly-forming science of thermodynamics, which contains the two all-pervasive laws 

of the universe, refers to system death, according to the second law, as in the logic of heat death.4 Another 

representative view of the situation, likewise, was famously enunciated in 1973 by French sociologist-

anthropologist Roger Caillois as follows: ‘Clausius and Darwin cannot both be right.’5 The answer to this 

is that Clausius is right: the energy of the universe is conserved and the entropy of the universe tends to a 

maximum, whereas Darwin is only partially correct: species evolved over time from early species by 

natural selection, but these species are not ‘living species’, life did not come from a lightning bolt striking 

a warm pond—animation is a quantum electrodynamic property common to the carbon atom, and while 

nature does indeed select certain reactions, the selection process does NOT accrue by blind random 

chance mutations and a struggle to survive, but rather reactions, chemical to human, are predetermined by 

Gibbs free energy differentials, this is what is called chemical thermodynamic based evolution. American 

philosopher Robert Pirsig was one of the first to point this inconsistency—between Darwin, the periodic 

table, and chemistry—out:38 

 
“This is the sort of irrelevant-sounding question that seems minor at first, and the mind looks for a 

quick answer to dismiss it. It sounds like one of those hostile, ignorant questions some 

fundamentalist preacher might think up. But why do the fittest survive? Why does any life survive? 

It's illogical. It's self-contradictory that life should survive. If life is strictly a result of the physical and 

chemical forces of nature then why is life opposed to these same forces in its struggle to survive? 

Either life is with physical nature or it's against it. If it's with nature there's nothing to survive. If it's 

against physical nature then there must be something apart from the physical and chemical forces 

of nature that is motivating it to be against physical nature. The second law of thermodynamics 

states that all energy systems ‘run down’ like a clock and never rewind themselves. But life not only 

‘runs up,’ converting low energy sea-water, sunlight and air into high-energy chemicals, it keeps 

multiplying itself into more and better clocks that keep "running up" faster and faster. 
 Why, for example, should a group of simple, stable compounds of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), 

oxygen (O), and nitrogen (N), 'struggle' for billions of years to organize themselves into a professor 

of chemistry? What's the motive? 

 If we leave a chemistry professor out on a rock in the sun long enough the forces of nature will 

convert him into simple compounds of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen, calcium, 

phosphorus, and small amounts of other minerals. It's a one-way reaction. No matter what kind of 

chemistry professor we use and no matter what process we use we can't turn these compounds 

back into a chemistry professor. Chemistry professors are unstable mixtures of predominantly 

unstable compounds which, in the exclusive presence of the sun's heat, decay irreversibly into 

simpler organic and inorganic compounds. That's a scientific fact. 
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 The question is: Then why does nature reverse this process? What on earth causes the inorganic 

compounds to go the other way? It isn't sun's energy. We just saw what the sun's energy did. It has 

to something else. What is it?” 
 

The gist of Pirsig’s not so ignorant question, that most are afraid to ask, is that Darwin’s theory needs to 

reformulated into the language of atoms, molecules, and the partial differential equations of chemical 

thermodynamics. This is a tall order, to say the least, but one already attempted in formative outline by 

the great German polyintellect Johann Goethe and his affinity chemistry based metamorphology theory of 

form change, chemicals to plants, chemicals to animals to humans, cited by Darwin as the precursor to his 

own theory.39 In short, Darwin’s theory falls apart at the 3.85 billion years ago range, wherein fossilized 

bacteria are found to have existed according to carbon dating methods, at which point one must turn to the 

‘cell-as-molecule’ perspective, as English-born Canadian physical chemist Lionel Harrison calls it, and in 

turn to the ‘human-as-molecule’ perspective, as the author calls it:40 
 

 
according to which reactive so-called ‘conscious’ so-called ‘life-like’ animation is simply an exchange 

force property of certain types of carbon-based atomic geometries, of which bacteria and humans are two 

examples. 

 The author’s method of reading, shown above—namely to ‘read books by the foot’ (by width), stack 

them visually with spine out, then, when the foot of available shelf space is reached, disassemble the 

stack, redistribute the cover-to-cover read books into the author’s home library, then start a new stack—is 
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similar in some sense to reading machine Kim Peek’s method of reading—he supposedly could recall 

over 12,000 books by memory—according to which when finished with a book he would place the book 

upside down and facing backwards.  

 All of the books shown—German physicist Henning Genz’s 1994 Nothingness aside, which is about 

the two-millennium long nature abhors a vacuum debate—revolve around aims to explain mental state 

aspects the evolutionary nature of humanness in the context of physics and chemistry. The best of the 

stack, by far, is English physiologist Charles Sherrington’s 1938 lecture Man on His Nature turned book, 

which puts sharp ridicule to the notion that something called ‘life’ exists in a universe of dynamic atoms 

and molecules governed by chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics. The worst of the bunch, as has been 

well-documented historically, is the 1986 Evolution as Entropy by Canadian zoologist Daniel Brooks and 

American systems ecologist Edward Wiley, which American physicist Harold Morowitz’s describes as a 

book that ‘uses imprecise meanings and poor writing to cover up fundamental nonsense and emptiness of 

the underlying ideas’, being that this is what commonly happens when one goes riding on what’s called 

the Shannon bandwagon:  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
“Shannon’s theory is inapplicable to the world of living things.” 

— Edward Goldsmith (2011), The Way: an Ecological World-View 

 
namely the use of information theory—which theory founder Claude Shannon explicitly warned is not to 

be used outside of communications engineering proper—to make unfounded arguments about anything. 

There is some sense, to note, in which this statement applies to both the Juarrero and Deacon books, 

specifically in regards to imprecise meanings and emptiness of underlying ideas, being that they also take 

a freewheeling ride on the Shannon bandwagon, albeit not as fast and as haphazard as did Brooks and 

Wiley with their so-called Brooks-Wiley theory of evolution, which has been nearly harpooned for nearly 

three decades now. 

 The Juarrero and Deacon books, to put things in perspective, are nearly synonymous in point of view 

and theoretical argument to Austrian-born American physicist Fritjof Capra’s 1996 book Web of Life: a 

New Scientific Understanding of Living Systems, albeit less precise, being that Juarrero and Deacon are 

not trained physicists, and it is in this sense that herein we will juxtapose the three books, not necessarily 

to digress on theory plagiarism allegations, which seem to this author to be well summarized by the 

following Crocodile Dundee quote: 
 

‘So arguing over who owns them [constraint-based emergence] is like two fleas arguing over who 

owns the dog they live on.’ 
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but rather a quick look at the same underlying theory that all three authors seem to be digging at—which 

for lack of a better name seems to be: nonreductive physico-chemical teleological materialism, the idea 

that while mind, thoughts, goals and intentions may be made of matter and or electromagnetic fields, 

governed by the laws of physical science, that certain hypothetical metaphysical properties, such as ‘life’ 

or ‘consciousness’, emerge or supervene, past certain threshold levels, e.g. bifurcations. 

 This general constraint-based ‘emergence’ argument, to note, is nothing but a new dressing for the 

older 19th century nonsensical twisting of words argument that ‘wetness’ is an emergent properties of 

water not found in the individual hydrogen and oxygen atoms argument, mixed together with newage 

garb arguments that the piston, of a piston and cylinder, is a ‘constraint’ on the system’s ability to work or 

perform goals, or something along these line. Moreover, the argument itself is an ancient one, originating 

in the Aristotelian corpus itself and his debates with his atomic theory based materialistic predecessors. 

This is summarized by Wicken as follows:27 
 

“Aristotle was explicitly critical of his materialist predecessors such as Thales, Empedocles, and 

Democritus for not facing this problem—of [seeming] ordered, end-directed processes in nature 

implying there of purpose as well as precipitating conditions—squarely, as evidenced in their 

omission of one or more of his causal principles. Democritean atomism, for example, invoked the 

efficient cause of random, conserved atomic motion to account for all natural processes, but lacking 

a coordinating final cause was unable to explain the manifest order and end-directedness of such 

processes as biological development. Aristotle saw the final cause as essential to fill the explanatory 

gap between the efficient cause and the form of the process it precipitated.” 
 
Wicken continues: 
 

“The final cause for Aristotle was therefore a ‘good’ in nature that ‘motivated’ events or processes 

toward the actualization of those forms and structures appropriated to fit into [his conception of the 

universe as an] organismic whole.” 
 
This, in short, is the gist of what Juarrero and Deacon are after in their respective—independently derived 

theories—namely to do battle with modern physical eliminative material reductionists, Patricia 

Churchland seems to be Deacon’s main target, so as to reintroduce Aristotelian-like notions of purpose 

into a periodic table world governed by physical laws. Here, to correct Juarrero and Deacon, without 

going into too much detail, ‘good’ and its antonym ‘evil’ are not concepts found in the periodic table 

based chemical universe governed by the first and second law of thermodynamics. What is found, 

however, are process classified as either ‘natural’ or ‘unnatural’, according to English physical chemist 

Edward Guggenheim’s 1933 description of modern thermodynamics, and moreover these processes are 

‘coupled’ together, according to the 1941 cellular thermodynamic description of energetics behind the 

movements of frog legs by German-born American physical chemist Fritz Lipmann.41 The author, 

previously, in his 2011 JHT article ‘Thermodynamic Proof that Good Always Triumphs over Evil’, has 

touched on aspects of this logic, but it remains one presently beyond the scope of the present article.30  

 In any event, it is this aspect of theory that Juarrero and Deacon begin to significantly diverge, a point 

of divergence that begins to accrue in Deacon’s chapter seven ‘Homeodynamics’ and his page 213 to end 

discussions on spontaneous and non-spontaneous processes, and his orthograde / contragrade neologism 
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language attempts to classify these notions.  While Deacon’s initial aims seem amenable, it is at this point 

that his book begins to go off the rails, owing generally to his lack of basic training in thermodynamics 

and his penchant for painting over his discussions in terms of broad generalities using neologisms layered 

upon neologisms, rather than referring to explicit established concepts, such as work, energy, heat, etc.   

 

Acknowledgements section | Comparison 
 
In comparison of the ‘acknowledgement’ sections three books: Capra’s The Web of Life (1996), Juarrero’s 

Dynamics in Action (1999), and Deacon’s Incomplete Nature (2011), we find that Capra and Juarrero 

score higher in credibility as compared to Deacon.  

 Capra cites noted reviewers: Ilya Prigogine, noted for his far from equilibrium thermodynamics work, 

Francisco Varela and his mentor Humberto Maturana, noted for their autopoietic networks theory, Lynn 

Margulis, noted for her thermodynamics themed endosymbiotic theory, James Lovelock, noted for his 

entropy theory of extraterrestrial life detection,  and Candice Pert, noted for her molecules of emotions 

work.  

 Juarrero, likewise, cites noted reviewers: Robert Ulanowicz, noted for his free energy analogy themed 

ascendency theory of evolution, Stanley Salthe, noted for his screwball infodynamics theory, and David 

Depew, noted for his work in thermodynamics and evolution. In this respect, at a minimum, at least we 

can give credit to both Capra and Juarrero to having at least called upon a few people knowledgeable 

about thermodynamics to read their respective manuscripts prior to publication.  

 Deacon, on the contrary, lists a whole slew of no-namers, who he refers to as the ‘pirates’, who 

reviewed his work. This is a bit puzzling for someone whose book in near entirety is devoted to an effort 

to replace the science of thermodynamics applied to humans by what he calls ‘teleodynamics’, one of his 

many overly-employed to the point of unreadableness neologisms, or teleology + thermodynamics. One 

would think that if one had spent ten years writing a book with aims to overthrow or replace the most 

hardened science in science, that of thermodynamics, with teleology, that one would at least make the 

effort to ask a thermodynamicist to read the manuscript—particularly for a professor at the world’s 

leading chemical thermodynamics university? A representative exemplar case in point being American 

historian Henry Adams, who sought out physicist Henry Bumstead, noted student of engineer Willard 

Gibbs, the founder of chemical thermodynamics, to read through his manuscript to his 1909 article ‘The 

Rule of Phase Applied to History’, in which an attempt is made to apply Gibbs’ phase rule to historical 

change, to check for physical science technical correctness. If Deacon had done the same, possibly, the 

last half of his books, with its invented language, would have been closer to reality? 

 

Diagram | Comparison 
 
In comparison of the respective diagrams of each book, all three books give their token Lorenz attractor 

diagrams, all in about the same general location, pages 135-175, as though this three-dimensional graph 

were supposedly to mean something significant in respect to how life (animate chnops-ological matter) 

and or mind emerged from matter: 
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The Lorenz attractor graph, in fact, it is the first main diagram employed by both Juarrero and Deacon. 

Capra, to his credit, prior to jumping into the this-explains-everything Lorenz attractor diagram, gives us: 

a network style nodal diagram, a circular causal feedback loop diagram, a Watt governor, a photo of 

Benard cells, a photo of the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction, an Eigen catalytic reaction diagram, a sketch 

of oceanic alga, a Daisyworld diagram, a few distance vs. time graphs to explain differential equations, a 

Baker transformation diagram, a few pendulum phase space diagrams, and the Ueda attractor. 

 Perhaps all three authors are dazzled by computer simulations? In these digressions on comparisons 

of humans to ‘dynamic’ and or ‘dissipative’ things, like Benard cells (heated silicon oil), Lorenz diagrams 

(atmospheric convection), or tornadoes (chaotically stable eddy structures), one should not lose track of 

what exactly a human is—namely: a surface attached reactive animate 26-element molecule, the latest 

molecular formula calculation of which is shown below:31 

 
 

 
 
Along these lines, American cybernetics theorist David Abel seems to have said it best:22 

 
“Chaos theory deals with many self-ordering phenomena that spontaneously move events far from 

equilibrium. But candle flames, vortices at bathtub drains, sand piles, and hurricanes have 

absolutely nothing to do with life. If anything, the ‘dissipative structures’ of chaos theory (e.g. 

tornadoes) tend to destroy life and any other form of formal organization that they encounter. The 

bottom line is that merely ‘moving far from equilibrium’ is not the key to the life-origin problem as 

supposed.” 
 
The same can be said of here of Capra, Juarrero, and Deacon, namely: humans are not chaotic weather 

patterns nor heated Benard cells somehow dancing about in a far from equilibrium edge of chaos range 

near the upcoming bifurcation point of one’s next supervenience state of emergent existence. Correctly, 

the following is the new 21st century standard thermodynamics textbook definition of a human: 
 

Web of Life 

(1996) (pg. 135) 
Dynamics in Action 

(1999) (pg. 155) 
Incomplete Nature 

(2011) (pg. 172) 
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 “A human [is] a 26-element energy/heat driven dynamic atomic structure.” 
 
This definition comes from Indian-born American mechanical engineers Kalyan Annamalai, Ishwar Puri, 

and Milind Jog’s 2011 Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering.32 A human is NOT a Benard cell formed 

past the bifurcation, as Capra, Juarrero, and Deacon—hypnotized by Prigogine—would have us believe. 
 
Content comparisons | Theorists 
 
The following are theorist citation or usage commonalities and comparisons between the three books: 

 
 IQ Web of Life 

(1996) (347pgs)
Dynamics in Action

(1999) (288pgs) 
Incomplete Nature

(2011) (602pgs) 

Aristotle 195 6 70 30 

Ashby, Ross  6 0 7 

Bacon, Francis 180 2 0 4 

Bateson, Gregory  25 0 15 

Benard, Claude  6 18 18 

Bickhard, Mark  0 0 9 

Boltzmann, Ludwig 195 3 4 17 

Broad, Charlie  2 0 6 

Butler, Samuel  0 0 3 

Capra, Fritjof  84 0 0 

Carnot, Sadi 190 4 0 4 

Clausius, Rudolf 205 1 0 6 

Collier, John  0 3 3 

Conway, John  2 0 6 

Corning, Peter  0 0 3 

Dawkins, Richard  0 0 14 

Darwin, Erasmus  0 0 2 

Darwin, Charles 175 5 12 33 

Davidson, Donald  0 17 3 

Democritus  0 0 2 

Dennett, Daniel  0 4 9 

Descartes, Rene 195 17 5 8 

Dewar, Roderick  0 0 3 

Driesch, Hans  3 0 4 

Eigen, Manfred  11 0 6 

Empedocles  0 0 6 

Freud, Sigmund 180 2 2 2 

Fodor, Jerry  0 3 11 

Foerster, Heinz  7 0 5 

Galileo 200 7 5 6 

Gatlin, Lila  0 9 0 

Gibbs, Willard 200 0 0 2 

Goethe, Johann 230 6 0 0 
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Haeckel, Ernst  4 0 6 

Haken, Hermann  11 3 0 

Heraclitus  2 0 3 

Hobbes, Thomas 170 0 0 2 

Hofstadter, Douglas  0 1 1 

Hume, David 180 0 21 3 

Humphreys, Paul  0 0 10 

Kant, Immanuel  180 5 28 9 

Kauffman, Stuart  14 6 12 

Kay, James  0 0 3 

Kim, Jaegwon  0 6 7 

Kleidon, Axel  0 0 3 

Lamarck, Jean-Baptiste  4 0 8 

Leibniz, Gottfried 200 5 2 2 

Lewes, George  0 0 6 

Locke, John 165 0 0 3 

Lorenz, Edward  6 2 6 

Lovelock, James  26 0 0 

Lucretius  0 0 1 

Margulis, Lynn  29 0 3 

Maturana, Humberto  47 3 5 

Mill, John 185 0 0 13 

Morgan, Lloyd  0 0 7 

Morowitz, Harold  0 0 4 

Neumann, John 190 13 0 7 

Newton, Isaac 215 15 18 18 

Odum, Eugene  6 0 0 

Odum, Howard  0 0 3 

Peirce, Charles   0 0 17 

Plato 180 3 10 7 

Polanyi, Michael  0 0 4 

Popper, Karl  0 1 1 

Prigogine, Ilya  40 9 8 

Salthe, Stanley  0 13 4 

Schneider, Eric  0 0 4 

Schrodinger, Erwin 190 3 0 11 

Shannon, Claude  4 6 36 

Sheldrake, Rupert  0 0 3 

Skinner, Burrhus  0 6 14 

Sperry, Roger  0 0 7 

Spinoza, Benedict 175 0 0 3 

Swenson, Rod  0 5 3 

Turing, Alan  0 0 17 

Uexkull, Jacob  1 0 5 

Varela, Francisco  45 1 9 

Weiss, Paul  2 0 8 
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Whitehead, Alfred  6 0 5 

Wicken, Jeffrey  0 0 0 

Wiener, Norbert  20 5 3 

Wolfram, Steven  2 0 5 

 
To quickly give some comparison between the theorists used mutually by each respective author, Capra, 

Juarrero, and Deacon, we see they collectively cite: Aristotle, Benard, Boltzmann, Darwin, Descartes, 

Freud, Galileo—who Juarrero in her spreadsheet mindset thinks in their mutual comments about how he 

‘dismisses friction’ is copycat—Kant, Kauffman, Leibniz, Lorenz, Maturana, Newton, Plato, Prigogine, 

Shannon, Varela, and Wiener. Of the bunch, Shannon is the biggest waste of time. In his 1956 ‘The 

Bandwagon’ editorial piece, Shannon specifically warns us not to use his theory outside of 

communications engineering: 
 

“Workers in other fields should realize that the basic results of the subject are aimed at a very 

specific direction, a direction that is not necessarily relevant to such fields as psychology, economics, 

and other social sciences.” 
 
Perhaps Capra, Juarrero, and Deacon didn’t get the memo? The best of the bunch are Prigogine and 

Kauffman, as it is good support for the practicing thermodynamicist to spend time figuring out what it is 

exactly that is wrong with their respective theories. Also, the ideas of Korean-born American physicalism 

philosopher Jaegwon Kim, cited by both Juarrero and Deacon, as we will discuss further, seem to be 

fairly cogent. The worst of the bunch, cited by both Juarrero and Deacon, is Stanley Salthe, they both get 

downgrade points for citing his work, but again they are both information theory puppets, so we cannot be 

too harsh on their mutual mistakes.  
 
Content comparisons | Terms 
 
The following are key term usage commonalities and comparisons between the three books: 

 
 Web of Life 

(1996) (347pgs)
Dynamics in Action

(1999) (288pgs) 
Incomplete Nature

(2011) (602pgs) 

Accident 1 2 18 

Action 7 95 31 

Action theory 0 42 0 

Agents 0 38 3 

Atoms 12 8 29 

Autocatalysis 1 12 18 

Autopoiesis 41 7 7 

Believe 10 14 34 

Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction 3 1 1 

Benard cells 3 12 11 

Bifurcation 12 14 3 

Billiard ball 0 6 6 

Causality 7 50 82 
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Chaos 31 8 21 

Chemistry 15 8 62 

Closure 5 7 17 

Complexity 65 30 59 

Complexity theory 0 2 4 

Consciousness 26 17 44 

Constraint 0 17 69 

Crystal 3 0 17 

Cybernetics 46 2 8 

Demon (Maxwell’s) 0 1 9 

Disorder 9 11 10 

Dissipation 4 0 27 

Dissipative 44 29 33 

Dissipative structure 13 6 0 

DNA 17 2 40 

Downward causation 0 0 6 

Drive 0 9 19 

Dualism 0 3 8 

Edge of chaos 4 1 1 

Elan vital 0 1 10 

Elements 35 10 36 

Emerged 14 1 100+ 

Emergent 9 26 96 

Emergent property 1 1 19 

Emergentism 0 0 10 

Emergence 19 12 100+ 

Energy 44 19 100+ 

Entelechy 3 0 11 

Entropy 8 17 81 

Entropy production 0 5 14 

Equilibrium 26 48 80 

Far-from-equilibrium 21 34 38 

Final cause 0 23 10 

Free energy 0 0 6 

Free will 1 18 5 

God 4 1 4 

God of the gaps 0 1 1 

Heat 13 4 50 

Homunculi 0 0 37 

Human beings 17 14 2 

Hypercycles 6 3 6 

Information 32 79 100+ 

Information theory 4 36 6 

Inorganic 2 0 29 

Intelligent design 0 0 7 

Life 86 24 100+ 
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Laser 11 4 7 

Local decrease 0 1 3 

Lorenz attractor 4 2 4 

Materialism 0 1 13 

Meaning 15 55 42 

Molecules 28 20 100+ 

Negentropy 0 0 3 

Nobel  3 3 5 

Non-life 0 0 59 

Non-living 17 3 67 

Order 56 59 100+ 

Origin of life 2 0 14 

Phase transition/change 0 2 7 

Phase space 15 14 10 

Physics 39 8 73 

Power 10 10 47 

Purpose 5 13 48 

Quantum 17 1 45 

Reductionism 2 7 13 

Self- 91 82 100+ 

Self-assembly 0 0 20 

Self-organization 53 44 51 

Shannon entropy 0 0 16 

Soul 4 3 9 

Spirit 5 2 5 

Spontaneity 0 1 7 

Spontaneous change 0 0 21 

Supervenience 0 2 10 

Supervenient 0 3 14 

Synergetics 4 1 1 

Teleological 1 22 48 

Teleology 4 24 38 

Teleonomy  0 0 22 

Thermodynamics 13 34 91 

Tokens 1 32 8 

Trajectories 10 18 21 

Viruses 0 1 13 

Vitalism 9 0 8 

 
To quickly give some comparison between the terms used mutually by each respective author, Capra, 

Juarrero, and Deacon, we see they collectively employ the terms: accident, action, atoms, autocatalysis, 

autopoiesis—the latter two of which are but code for Rube Goldberg perpetual motion life theory—

believe, Deacon in fact uses the phrase ‘I believe’ over 19 times, Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction, Benard 

cells, and bifurcation. Juarrero’s bifurcation theory of desire and meaning is quite humorous: 
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“If taken far from equilibrium, a person’s existing mental attractor regime embodying meaning, 

desire, and similar mental properties might reorganize and thereby recontour the landscape. I 

propose that settling on a prior intention embodies just such a phase change or bifurcation.” 
 
It is difficult to say which is more humorous, this one or Deacon’s statement that ‘neurons are effectively 

poised at the edge of chaos’. This is what happens when the humanities departments neglect proper 

education in the minimal amount of physical science teaching basics—which is something the author is 

currently working to remedy in America via establishing two cultures courses departments and courses 

throughout American’s leading universities.48 Knowing that there are over 505+ human thermodynamics 

pioneers, 122+ human molecular science pioneers, 57+ human chemistry pioneers, and over 45+ human 

physics pioneers, with the general college student should become acquainted with in at least in the form 

of one course, during his or her first 20+ year educational path, there is no need for such incongruent 

statement, such as that ‘my brain is at the edge of chaos’ as Deacon falsely believes, based on his false 

understanding of the application of Prigogine thermodynamics to the humanities.  

 The three authors also mutually discuss: causality, chaos, chemist, closure—e.g. autocatalytic closure, 

one of Kauffman’s famous perpetual motion devices, all circular arguments—complexity, the fad science 

of the 1990s, consciousness, a debate Juarrero says she does not want to get into, cybernetics, disorder, 

dissipative, DNA, edge of chaos, element—at least the three of them mutually have sense enough to 

allude to an admittance that they are made of elements—EMERGENCE, and its variants, the big term 

used repetitively by each, Deacon the most, energy, entropy, equilibrium, far-form-equilibrium, this one 

being a famous Prigogine pied piper’s term, free will, heat, human beings, the ‘being’ term alluding to 

ontology, hypercycles, information, information theory, life, laser—this one being an analogy with little 

utility—Lorenz attractor, meaning, molecule, non-living, this one a BIG issue being that the authors are 

still grappling with ‘life theory’, which is a religio-mythology based theory, order, phase space, this one 

being a very remote argument, physics, power, purpose, quantum, reductionism, the big ‘self-’ prefix 

which the authors think if placed in front of every somehow will miraculously negate determinism, soul, 

spirit, synergetics, trajectories, tokens, thermodynamics, and last but not least TELEOLOGY the pride 

and joy of Juarrero and Deacon, and their penchant for philosophical terms.  

 To note, in an effort to keep the present article short, the above comparison tables are thorough with 

respect to the terms and theorists used and cited in Deacon’s book, as he is the one being accused. A more 

thorough analysis would require a detailed dissection of the Capra and Juarrero books. 
 
Argument comparison | Discussion 
 
All three authors, Capra, Juarrero, and Deacon, as the above term usage table shows, are ‘emergence’ 

theorists, which means, according to Juarrero, that new ‘laws emerge’ the more complex a system gets 

and with each higher level of organization. This, however, is nothing but comfort food. While certain 

laws, such as Newton’s law of universal gravitation may, as Capra, Juarrero, and Deacon like to put it, 

‘emerge’ when atomic bodies reach a certain size, at the scale of planets in this case, there remains a 

certain ranking of laws, according to which certain laws will always exist, never being ‘supervened’, as 

Donald Davidson likes to explain things, by new emergent laws, such as constraint based teleology as 
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Juarrero and Deacon would have us believe, and that among these always existing never supervened laws 

is the ‘supreme law’ of science, as Arthur Eddington famously put it: 
 

“If someone points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement with 

Maxwell’s equations — then so much the worse for Maxwell's equations. If it is found to be 

contradicted by observation — well, these experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if your 

theory is found to be against the second law of thermodynamics I can give you no hope; there is 

nothing for it but to collapse in deepest humiliation.”  

 — Arthur Eddington, The Nature of the Physical World (1928) 
 
In plain speak, whatever pet theory of consciousness, teleological, and or mind from matter that Deacon 

and Juarrero would aim to posit, unless it is accordance with the second law of thermodynamics, which 

means, in respect to human surface attached isothermal isobaric systems, that reactions will continue to 

accrue until the free energy of each respective boundary confined social system reaches a minimum, then 

there will be no hope for their theory but to collapse in deepest humiliation.  

 To give some credit to Deacon, as compared to Capra and Juarrero, not only does he attempt coupling 

theory, however haphazard it may be, but he also uses the term ‘free energy’ six times, which as Austrian 

physicist Erwin Schrodinger famously said is the thermodynamic term one should turn to in any and all 

future discussions on the physics and chemistry of life or in modern parlance the physics and chemistry of 

animate chemically reactive CHNOPS matter.33 Some of the Deacon’s term usages, conversely, are quite 

humorous. Deacon, for instance, first explicitly proclaims:23 

 
“I will mostly avoid the term self-organization.” 

 
then goes on to use the term 51-times? Capra, likewise, uses the term self-organization 53 times and 

Juarrero 44 times. The prefix self-, without going into too much detail, is but code for perpetual motion 

and in most cases is a term signifying deeply hidden religious connotation:24 

 
“God who gave animals self-motion beyond our understanding is without doubt able to implant 

other principles of motion in bodies which we may understand as little. Some would readily grant 

this may be a spiritual one; yet a mechanical one might be shown.” 

 — Isaac Newton (c.1674), Philosophical Queries 
 
Of subtle note here, in commonality between Juarrero and Deacon, in respect to theorist and ubiquity of 

term usage overlap, is that both are arguing for an Aristotelian phase space, constraint-based, far-from-

equilibrium, self-ordering, emergence, closure, autopoietic, supervenience, token trajectory teleological 

theory of evolution. Capra, on the other hand, only mentions the controversial term ‘teleological’ one 

time, and that is to point out, using the Margulis-Lovelock Gaia hypothesis ‘living’ earth theory as an 

example, that if one employs teleological argument one will meet with ‘persistent, almost dogmatic, 

criticism’ and that scientists will label the theory as unscientific because the ‘idea of natural processes 

being shaped by a purpose’ is unscientific. If, for instance, on a chemistry test, the professor asks the 

question ‘why do the hydrogen H2 and oxygen O2 molecules react to form water H2O?’ and the student 

responds with a teleological answer such as: ‘it is the hydrogen atom’s purpose to bond with the oxygen 
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atom over that of the hydrogen atom’, while answer may get a chuckle, in the end the student will likely 

not become a professional chemist.  

 The same ridicule logic must also apply at the level of reactions between humans, thought the details 

of this are very subtle, often involving a hidden play on words. As Mexican-born American educational 

theory chemist Vincente Talanquer, noted for his 2007 study of hidden aspects of teleology found in eight 

leading UC college chemistry textbooks, explains:43 

 
“The second law only describes the characteristics of the final state attained by an isolated system 

that undergoes a process. The law states that the entropy increases during the process and reaches 

the maximum value possible given the existing constraints. The law DOES NOT state that the system 

"has a tendency", "seeks to", "desires to", or "wants to" achieve such a state. However, in 

educational talk it is common to express the law as if there was intentionality in how the system 

changes.” 
 
Some of this type of anthropomorphic teleological slanted chemistry is found in both Capra and Deacon, 

though Capra of course denies this:13 
 

“The currently emerging theory of living systems has finally overcome the debate between 

mechanism and teleology. It views living nature as mindful and intelligent without the need to 

assume any overall design or purpose.” 
 
This is one side of the fence, science long ago—the year circa 1802 specifically, wherein French physicist 

declared to French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte that he had no need of the god hypothesis—discarded 

the use of a designer in the dynamics of nature.  

  Purpose, however, is a bit more complicated. A good rule of thumb, in these types of queries, in 

respect to probing questions about human existence and experience in physical science terms, is to ask the 

same question with respect to the hydrogen atom—because humans are indeed but bigger variants of the 

components of hydrogen atoms, the result of along drawn out process currently dated to at least 13.7 

billion years ago. Hence, to conclude that nature or rather the universe has imbued or rather synthesized 

hydrogen atoms with an intended purpose is but a ‘recital that trips along simply as a fairy tale’ as English 

physiologist Charles Sherrington would say.14 The same, likewise, should hold true for the case of the 

human molecule. It is not, however, a simple matter of throwing ‘purpose’ out the window. As Deacon 

explains in the final section of his book on value: 
 

“In the natural sciences there appears to be no place for right/wrong, meaningful/meaningless, 

beauty, ugliness, good/evil, love/hate, and so forth. The success of contemporary science appears to 

have dethroned the gods and left no foundation upon which unimpeachable values can rest.” 
 
It would have been better if Deacon would have spoken frank like this throughout this book, rather than 

giving us bend over backwards nonsense such as ‘teleodynamic work depends on morphodynamic work 

depends on thermodynamic work’ or circular statements such as ‘higher order form of teleodynamics 

emerges from a teleodynamic process that must include itself as a component; a teleodynamic circularity 

in which the very locus of teleodynamic closure becomes virtual’, the former of which is his invented 

language layered one upon another, the latter of which is but a perpetual motion statement.  
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 Correctly, contemporary science has not left us with no foundation upon which unimpeachable values 

can rest—Deacon, like most everyone else, is simply ignorant of the location of the foundation. One of 

the reasons for this, at least in American is the separation of church and state clause nature of the 

educational system, which on one hand is amenable in that prevents the church brain washing minds, but 

on the other hand it keeps handcuffs on physical science teachers from addressing these big questions of 

values and meaning in existence and experience. Because of this it is probably not more than a handful of 

people in the entirety of American that is aware that German polyintellect Johann Goethe over two 

centuries ago explained correctly that the ‘moral symbols’ of nature, chemical nature to human nature, are 

those of physical chemistry, or in modern parlance, those of chemical thermodynamics and quantum 

mechanics. None of this is taught in American, hence great atrophy of our value systems has resulted, and 

thus we find the above sorts of ‘where is the foundation’ cries of university department heads.  

 To continue, without going into too much detail, there is much gray area to grapple with in jumping 

from the hydrogen atom to the human molecule and the notion that ‘purpose’ can simply be jettisoned as 

excess baggage—and much of this clarification is very subtle. To give a chemical example, American 

psychologists Deborah Kelemen, Joshua Rottman, and Rebecca Seston, in their 2012 article ‘Professional 

Physical Scientists Display Tenacious Teleological Tendencies: Purpose-Based Reasoning as a Cognitive 

Default’, explain that following the publication of English natural philosopher Francis Bacon’s 1624 

Advancement of Science teleological explanation increasingly fell into disrepute.  
 

“Inquiry into final causes is sterile and like a virgin consecrated to God, produces nothing.” 

— Francis Bacon (1624), Advancement of Science, Book III 

 
They explain:15 

 
“The critique was that it is logically flawed and nonexplanatory because, stripped of any animistic or 

intentional theoretical underpinnings, statements like ‘atoms react in order to maintain stability’ 

violate temporal constraints by treating an entity’s consequence as if it could be its own cause in 

backwards causal fashion.” 
 
The issue here is very subtle, the ‘in order to’ part is teleological aspect—i.e. hidden chemical purpose—

often situated in textbook definitions by authors unaware of the teleological aspects of their statement. 

Teleological arguments, in short, are recursive or in a sense implying that something in the future caused 

the present. When teleological arguments are applied at the chemical level, the nonsensicalness of the 

argument becomes apparent. This, however, is not always the case at the human level and the 

nonsensicalness is not always easy to see. 

 The method used by both Juarrero and Deacon is to follow Aristotle’s line of reasoning. Aristotle 

classically argued that an adequate scientific response to any ‘why’ question about nature requires 

reference to four types of causes and for him the pinnacle of explanation for all living and nonliving 

natural phenomena lay with identification of the final cause or the ‘end that for the sake of which a thing 

is done.’15 Moreover, Aristotle’s final cause argument was bottled up with his theory of the soul, which 

only compounds modern attempt to revive his theory.  
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 Modern hard physical science, however, has a more upgraded response to ‘why’ questions. The 

answer to the question ‘why atoms react’, also answer the very same question ‘why humans react’, which 

in turn embodies the solution to what Juarrero and Deacon are groping after in their antiquated teleology 

based arguments. The modern physical science solution to the query about why atoms or humans react 

was given in 1893 by German physical chemist Walter Nernst as follows:18 

 
“Since every chemical process, like every process of nature, can only advance without the 

introduction of external energy only in the sense in which it can perform work; and since also for a 

measure of the chemical affinity, we must presuppose the absolute condition, that every process 

must complete itself in the sense of the affinity—on this basis we me may without suspicion regard 

the maximal external work of a chemical process (i.e. the change of free energy), as the measure of 

affinity. Therefore the clearly defined problem of thermo-chemistry is to measure the amounts of 

the changes of free energy associated with chemical processes, with the greatest accuracy possible 

… when this problem shall be solved, then it will be possible to predict whether or not a reaction can 

complete itself under the respective conditions. All reactions advance only in the sense of a 

diminution of free energy, i.e. only in the sense of the affinity.” 
 
The first to grapple with this ‘why humans react’ in terms of ‘in the sense of the affinity’ as Nernst put 

things, as touched on, was German polymath Johann Goethe, and his tripartite metamorphology evolution 

theory, originally conceived partially in 1784 discovery of the human intermaxillary bone, thus proving 

that humans metamorphosized from animals, a discover upon which he went on over the next 25-years to 

develop an explanation of metamorphosis (form change) of plants, animals, and humans, respectively, all 

deriving from principles at operation at the chemical level:39 

 

Of the three main pre-Darwinian era evolution theories, cited by Darwin in his 1859 On the Origin of 

Species as precursors to his own theory, namely that of Goethe (1784), Erasmus Darwin (1791), and 

Etienne Saint-Hilaire (1833), Goethe’s metamorphology theory is the more robust of the group, in that it 

presents a unified continuity view of form change, chemical to plaint, chemical to human, as follows:  
 

chemical → plant  

chemical → animal → human  
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The other three evolution theories (Erasmus Darwin, 1791; Etienne Saint-Hilaire, 1833; and Charles 

Darwin, 1859), conversely, situate the following discontinuity divide: 
 

chemical | plant 

chemical | animal → human 
 
which continues in the colloquial belief systems of the world up to the present day, thus maintaining the 

seemingly paradoxical ‘life | non-life’ conceptual divide or unbridgeable gap model, which is one of the 

sticky points that Deacon trips over, multiple times, with his many usages of the red flag terms: inorganic 

(29), non-life (59), and non-living (67), and origin of life (14), etc., as compared to Juarrero and Capra 

who generally steer clear of this wary trap. 

 In modern terms, following the excellent heels of Goethe, to get some perspective on these big why 

questions, shown below is the new thermodynamic textbook definition of a human as compared to the 

now-defunct and antiquated life theory based Linnaean classification scheme standard:16  
 

 
 
Humans, as 26-element animate reactive molecules, in short, are ‘driven’ in their motions and reactions 

and the measure of the driving force is Gibbs free energy G.  Some, to note, will even object to the above 

2011 thermodynamics textbook definition of a human, in that it teleological. Mexican-born American 

chemistry education theorist Vicente Talanquer, in communication with the author, on clarification of the 

overly common chemical teleological slanted phrasing of the octet rule, Le Chatelier’s principle, and the 

free energy minimization principle, for instance, believes the following to be true:43 

 
“There is NO DRIVE to attain a new equilibrium state. There is only particles randomly moving and 

interacting, involved in competing processes with different probabilities.” 
 
This statement certainly is one point of view, but one that will need some time to digest being that the 

concept of ‘driving force’, which English inorganic chemist Joseph Mellor defines as follows:44 

 
“Chemical affinity can be regarded as the driving force of a chemical reaction.” 
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has very deep roots, going back through American engineer Willard Gibbs’ 1876 ‘force function’ 

terminology for the various thermodynamic potentials, such as –G, which in turn has roots in Italian 

mathematician Joseph Lagrange’s 1788 ‘central function’, all of which, trace their roots back through 

English chemist Isaac Newton’s 1687 definition of force, as quantified mathematically by his first and 

second laws of motion, which in turn found chemical definition in Newton’s last and final Query 31, 

which launched the science of affinity chemistry, and in turn chemical thermodynamics, and hence the 

definition of the driving force of reactions, which Talanquer seems to think does not exist, because it is a 

teleological statement.45  

 Whatever the case, modern solution of any ‘why’ question must now be answered in terms of free 

energy differentials and or in terms of energy U, pressure volume work PV, and or transformation content 

energy TS and the partial differential equations of chemical thermodynamics. To give an quantitative 

example of how these types of measurements are collected in respect to human-human interactions and 

reactions, to this illustrate to Deacon how it is that in the natural sciences there IS a place for right/wrong, 

meaningful/meaningless, beauty, ugliness, good/evil, love/hate, and so forth, The 1970s sociological 

studies ‘Body Height, Position, and Sex as Determinants of Personal Space’ (1974) and ‘Beauty is Power: 

the Use of Space on the Sidewalk’ (1975) were the first to quantifiably measure the power (work per unit 

time) associated with height and with beauty, respectively, in terms of variations in measures of personal 

space.46 The abstract of the fascinating 1974 beauty is power study is as follows:47 

 
“In three experiments, 470 pedestrians were observed as they walked past confederates standing 

on the edge of a sidewalk. Observations were made from a window overlooking the area, using time 

lapse filming with a movie camera. Pedestrians were observed as they moved along the sidewalk, 

and their distances from the edge of the sidewalk was measured at several points. Pedestrians 

deviated in their paths to stay farther from a male than a female, father from two people than from 

one person, and farther from a beautiful than an unattractive woman. Sex, number, and 

attractiveness may be regarded as aspects of power, which serve to dominate various amounts of a 

space.”  
 
American beauty theory researcher Nancy Etcoff, in her 1999 book Survival of the Prettiest: the Science 

of Beauty, summarized the findings of these two studies as follows: [9] 
 

“As we walk down the street, we negotiate space with other people. We carry a small territory with 

us, a protected turf that surrounds us whether we are sitting or standing, and upon which others 

cannot trespass without permission. Move in too close, and people get uncomfortable. Tall people 

have bigger territories: their sheer size intimidates people. When people are asked to approach a 

stranger and stop when they no longer feel comfortable, they will stop about two feet away from a 

tall person (22.7 inches to be exact) but less than a foot (9.8 inches) from a short person. Very 

attractive people of any size are given personal territories; they carry their privileges around their 

persons.”  
   
These numbers are quantifiable volume change measurements associated with ‘beauty’. If then one were 

to determine the force in newtons associated with this beauty volume expanding effect, one could then 

calculate the pressure, or force per unit area associated with the volume displacement. These in turn, yield 

the calculation of pressure volume work PV associated the completed chemical thermodynamical answer 
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to the ‘why’ of beauty. The other variables, internal energy U and transformation content energy TS, can 

be calculated in a similar fashion. 

 To Deacon’s credit, of the three authors, he uses the terms: atoms (29), molecules (100+), elements 

(36), and heat (50) the most. So even if he does go off the rails towards in the last two-thirds of his book, 

in regard to all his made up thermodynamic terminology, he at least starts off on the right foot. 

 Aristotle’s general model of the universe, conversely, steeped in a mixture of Greek four-element 

theory and Egyptian Heliopolis creation myth theory, was that there are four elements out of which all is 

made: earth, air, water, fire. Each of the four earthly elements has its natural place; the earth at the center 

of the universe, then water, then air, then fire. When they are out of their natural place they have natural 

motion, requiring no external cause, which is towards that place; so bodies sink in water, air bubbles rise 

up, rain falls, flame rises in air.17 The purpose or reason for which a thing is done—the Greek prefix telos 

signifying ‘end’, ‘purpose’, or ‘goal’—according to Aristotle, is thus completed so that an object can get 

to its natural end point or natural place in the structure of the universe. 

 

Kim’s library walk problem 
 

To get a real-time conceptual handle on our discussion, a famous why or rather ‘what’ problem relevant 

to our general teleology discussion is Korean-born American physicalism philosopher Jaegwon Kim's 

1992 library walk problem, from his essay ‘Downward Causation in Emergentism and Nonreductive 

Physicalism’, wherein he asks the following straightforward question:19 

 
Scenario: “It occurs to you that you need to check 
a few references for an article you are writing, so 
you decide to walk over to the library after your 
office hours. Miracle of miracles! In half an hour, 
you find your body, all of it, at the front steps of 
the library, half a mile away. Think of all the 
molecules that make up your body: each of them 
has traversed the half-mile, zigzag path from your 
office to the library, and your whole body is now 
where it is.”  
 
Question: “What explains the spatial displacement 
of your body from the office to the library? What 
caused the motion of each and every molecule of 
your body over the half-mile path?” 

 
 

 
 
 

 
This is a relatively straightforward ‘why’ question, namely: why did the body move from the office to the 

library, over the course of 30 minutes, covering 0.5 miles?  

 To get a colloquial feel for how the average person tends to answer this question, the author showed 

the above question and diagram to about 30 people, of whom only about ⅓ rd were able to respond, of 

which the following responses were gathered:21 
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The article he was writing caused the motion.

Electricity: feet touching the ground, nerve impulse, etc., its all electron repulsion—you 

could break that down into nuclear forces, etc.

Energy. 

Neurowaves: chemicals, neurons, etc.

A reaction of energy. 

His brain and curiosity. 

The brain caused the motion. 

The cause of the reaction comes from the decision; which comes from the sensory stimulus.

The guy caused his own motion. 

Because the guy decided to go to the library.
 
Here we see answers divided into generally into two groups: either recourse to general scientific terms: 

energy, reaction, electrons, chemicals, etc., albeit without any overall systematic conceptual framework, 

or the man, his brain, or conscious choice caused the own motion. 

 Historically, the first to grapple with the issue of human action correctly, was German philosopher 

Arthur Schopenhauer, whose ideas on how an act is performed are summarized by American history 

philosopher Mark Zucker as follows:25 

 
“What is behind the act of willing to light the pipe? Another act of willing? Schopenhauer once said: 

Man can do what he wills, but he cannot will what he wills.” 
 
Thus, to return again to the original question: “What explains the spatial displacement of the body from 

the office to the library? Schopenhauer gives the following logic, in respect to the example of German 

chemist Justus Liebig's description of the reaction of damp copper Cu in air containing carbonic acid 

H2CO3:
26 

 
“The will of the copper, claimed and preoccupied by the electrical opposition to the iron, leaves 

unused the opportunity that presents itself for its chemical affinity for oxygen and carbonic acid, 

behaves exactly as the will does in a person who abstains from an action to which he would 

otherwise feel moved, in order to perform another to which he is urged by a stronger motive.” 
 

The uneducated or in some cases overly-educated person will quickly object and proclaim: ‘Ah, but the 

copper does not have will! This is all but amusing analogy.’ Rightly so, indeed the copper does not have 

will! When we probe into the structure of atom of the element copper, all we find are: protons, neutrons, 

electrons, photons, and mixtures of states of existence of vacuum, all found in various geometric states, 

whose movements and behaviors are mediated via exchange forces, of which the electromagnetic force is 

the primary force operational in human movement.  

 Will is an anthropomorphic term. One must deanthropomorphize oneself if one’s discussion is to be 

cogent. However, following, Goethe, one must always keep in mind that ‘there is, after all, only one 

nature.’ Hence, in explaining human action, one must deanthropomorphize, but also remain within the 

realm of one nature reality. In this direction, owing to the 1873 introduction of the electromagnetic force 

by Scottish physicist James Maxwell and the 1882 affinity free energy equivalency proof by German 

physicist Hermann Helmholtz, instead of solely explaining the nature of human movement and action in 
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terms of electrical opposition and chemical affinity, we can now also discuss the nature of human action, 

not only in terms of chemical affinity, but also in terms of electromagnetic opposition, as quantified by 

entropy and enthalpy changes. 

 In this direction, Capra, of our three respective authors, has the worst answer, by far. An individual 

human, according to 21st century science, is a ‘26-element atomic structure’, as mechanical engineers 

Indian-born American Kalyan Annamalai and American Carlos Silva, in their 2011 Advanced 

Engineering Thermodynamics, define things, or ‘22-element single abstract molecule’ as American 

limnologists Robert Sterner and James Elser, in their 2002 Ecological Stoichiometry, define things. A 

human, in short, is a molecule. In this new thermodynamics and ecology definitional light of a human, the 

following statement by Capra makes is grossly incorrect:13 

 
“Humans can choose whether and how to obey a social rule; molecules cannot choose whether or 

not they should interact.” 
 
In other words, a human is a molecule, hence Capra’s end statement, that ‘molecules cannot choose’, 

invalidates the first statement, that ‘humans can choose’. In sum, while all three authors, as the key terms 

comparison table shows, grapple with free will, Capra is the only one who stumbles out of the closet to 

declare incorrectly that ‘humans can choose; molecules cannot choose’. To clarify by example, the 

straightening motion of the 3-element molecule retinal in response to light is the easiest disproof of 

Capra’s logic: 
 

No light Light No light 
 

 

 

 
 

   

In this dynamic process, a certain number of photons, in the form of what are called ‘on the mass shell’, 

of wavelength about 550 nm, go into the quantum electrodynamic structure carbon 11-12 double bond, an 

electron is then excited or forced upwards into a higher orbital position, and as a subsequent result the 

retinal molecule is forced into straightening its left arm, so to speak, the carbon 12-13 chain. Capra would 

tell us that the 3-element retinal molecule has no choice in this process. This is correct. Capra would also 

tell us that the 26-element human molecule has choice when light entering our eyes, triggers thought out 

reactionary movement, such as the straightening of one’s left arm. This is incorrect. 
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In Aristotelian terms, the question about why the person moved from the office to the library would 

be answered, supposedly, in final cause terms—or in Deaconian language terms in teleodynamic work 

terms. Deacon explains the two options to why the man’s body moved to the library and why the retinal 

molecule straightened its left arm as follows:23 

 
“Since the enlightenment, it has become the doctrine of Western science that there is only one form 

of causality: that driven by energy and force. Aristotle’s view of causality [however] was more 

pluralistic, involving four distinct conceptions of causality: material, efficient, formal, and final 

causality.” 
 

Thus, in Deacon’s idealized view, we should thus de-enlighten ourselves and retrograde back to a pre-

thermodynamic Aristotelian way of thinking about movement, one that is a ‘religion-consistent default 

cognitive bias toward teleological explanation’, and one that tenaciously persists and may have subtle but 

profound consequences for scientific progress, as Kelemen, Rottman, and Seston see things.15 In modern 

thermodynamic work terms, however, the answer has a straightforward hard science answer, which finds 

solution according to the following logic, given to us in 1875 by German physicist Rudolf Clausius:20 

 
“Every force tends to give motion to the body on which it acts; but it may be prevented from doing 

so by other opposing forces, so that equilibrium results, and the body remains at rest. In this case 

the force performs no work. But as soon as the body moves under the influence of the force, work is 

performed.” 
 
The body—in this case the human molecule—moved from the office to the library because a force gave 

rise to the motion. The force in question is the electromagnetic force. The force operates or mediates its 

effect through the exchange of field particles called photons. The photons interact with the outer valence 

shell electrons of the bodies in question producing the behavior change that results in the motion. The 

explanation is thus teleologically-free and thermodynamically-quantifiable. 

 
Two cultures | Departmental divide issues 
 
One of the reasons for writing this article is to point out that a legal action resulting affair of this sort is 

but a result of ignorance, a breed of interdisciplinary ignorance in great need of fixing. 
 

“If one does not know what went on for the last three thousand years, he or she remains ignorant, 

merely surviving from day-to-day.” 

 —Johann Goethe 
 
The subject of thermodynamics and the physical sciences in general—chemistry and physics—applied to 

the humanities as explanatory tools is not a subject taught to students in America—in spite of Harvard 

historian Henry Adams famous 1910 plea to American teachers of history to begin doing so? Speaking 

frankly, the subject of chemical thermodynamics, the core subject of chemical engineering, is not taught 

to anthropology and philosophy students; and likewise, in turn, the bearing of the big anthropological and 

philosophical questions of existence and experience are not brought into the hard physical science 

teachings of physical science and engineering students who, naturally enough, are most apt to be able to 
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intelligently answer these types of questions. There is in a very real sense a large dividing wall between 

the two groups—as a result of which there is a mutual ignorance about common questions:  
 

 
 

The dividedness between these two groups is best exemplified by the following 28 Mar 2013 comment by 

UC Berkeley chemical engineering professor emeriti John Prausnitz—a noted specialist in molecular 

thermodynamics, a chemical thermodynamics historian of sorts, and one of the supposed founding heads 

of the chemical and biomolecular engineering department—in response to the author’s querying about the 

potential fit, at UC Berkeley, of a two cultures ‘humanities + physical science / engineering’ teaching 

department, with the chemical engineering thermodynamics department at the hub and the various 

branches of the humanities departments integrated like the spokes of a wagon wheel:8  
 

“I don't know what the Rossini debate is but I hope to find out. No, your idea for a department for 

teaching two cultures would not be appreciated at Berkeley. In the social sciences and in some 

humanities, thermodynamics may be useful as an analogy, as a suggestion for looking at a problem 

(e.g., information theory) but beyond that, I see little use of thermodynamics outside science.” 
 
Obvious Prausnitz wasn’t one of Lissack’s 1,500 email recipients, or else he would have known that there 

had been an applied humanities thermodynamics theory lawsuit investigation on alleged misappropriated 

use of thermodynamics and information theory to explain intentional behavior conducted at UC Berkeley 

less than a few months ago?  

 Prausnitz also seems to be strikingly ignorant of American chemical engineer and physical chemist 

Frederick Rossini—the last great protégé of American physical chemist Gilbert Lewis—Lewis being the 

person who single-handedly made the UC Berkeley molecular and chemical thermodynamics department 

what it is today, namely the number one ranked physical chemistry and chemical thermodynamics 

university in the world. Rossini, after writing his 1950 Chemical Thermodynamics textbook, in 1971 

received the Priestley Medal, the highest distinction conferred by the American Chemical Society, after 

which, in his Priestly Medal address ‘Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World’, as summarized by 

German-born American organic chemist Ernest Eliel, made a ‘clever comparison of the counterplay of 

enthalpy and entropy in thermodynamics with that of security vis-à-vis freedom in the world at large.’ In 
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short, according to Rossini, one of UC Berkeley’s greatest chemical thermodynamics professors, enthalpy 

and entropy differentials explain the nature human freedom and security in the ‘real world’. 

 This bold proposal by Rossini, which Prausnitz is strikingly ignorant of, in the wake of the post 9/11 

terrorism era, in the 2006 issues of the Journal of Chemical Education, launched an ongoing debate about 

the use chemical thermodynamics to explain the real world. The fact that the head of the UC Berkeley 

anthropology department (Deacon) and one of the foundering heads of the UC Berkeley chemical and 

biomolecular engineering department (Prausnitz) are both mutually ignorant about one another and about 

one of the former heads of the UC Berkeley chemical thermodynamics teaching department (Rossini) and 

his 1971 view that chemical thermodynamics does indeed explain the real world of human interactions, in 

respect to individual freedom and national security, should be a clarion call for inter-departmentalism in 

the world’s leading universities in respect to the teaching of chemical thermodynamics uniformly. 

 Whatever the case, we bring this unwary ignorance issue up to highlight the fact that not only are 

chemical engineers and molecular thermodynamicists, in many cases, ignorant about the implications of 

thermodynamics to the big ‘why’ questions of human existence and experience, but in reciprocal manner, 

humanities scholars, such as Juarrero and Deacon, while tending to be well in tuned or rather motivated to 

tackle the big ‘why’ questions, are generally strongly ignorant in molecular thermodynamics; hence a 

mutual confusion results and incorrect statements and arguments tend to be made on both sides of the 

wall.  
 

“The trend towards the already mentioned diversified society of ‘specialists’ and the related danger 

of narrower way of thinking (idiot savant) necessarily leads to a growing helplessness of the 

individual. Related to this is a growing blind belief in science. Since Leibnitz, probably the last 

universal genius, we know more and more about a shrinking area of knowledge. Biology and physics, 

chemistry and medicine are divided already today into dozens of individual disciplines, which like a 

‘hydra’, keep dividing into other individual disciplines.” 

 — Hans-Wolff Graf (1995), “We Need a New World View”7 

 
In sum, this so-called affair, between and philosopher and an anthropologist, and lack of knowledge about 

the Rossini debate by one of the world’s leading molecular thermodynamicists, should act to bring to light 

the growing need for interdisciplinarity, namely development of connections between the engineering, 

anthropology, philosophy, sociology, economics, and physical science departments in the world’s leading 

university systems—particularly in respect to the deeper questions of meaning and existence and what in 

particular energy and entropy have to say about this—as these are indeed the pervading laws of the 

universe. The following quote, however, to put this ideal in perspective, by American physicist John Q. 

Stewart, who in the late 1940s attempted to found such a department at Princeton University, gives 

indication as to what such a call is up against: 
 

“Immaturity, lack of imagination, 'doctrinaire departmentalism', and [in particular] 
overspecialization is choking modern scholarship and limiting man’s communication with his 
fellows.” 

— John Q. Stewart (1955), On the establishment of Social Physics at Princeton6 
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Conclusion 
 
Capra cites Goethe and spends a bit more time on Prigogine and molecular sociology; hence his book is a 

bit more accurate than compared to the Juarrero and Deacon books, which make recourse to outdated 

emergent teleology theory. Lastly, Deacon didn’t plagiarize. Moreover, if one were so inclined to align 

with Juarrero’s notion that content overlap without citation is evidence of plagiarism, then Capra should 

sue Juarrero, being that the two books nearly overlap in content and theorist usage, as we have shown, but 

Juarrero does not cite Capra and not only that, if Wicken were still here he, according to Juarrero’s logic, 

should sue all three. Juarrero, for lack of a better description, is thus an unwary victim conspiracy theory 

syndrome, a phenomenon common to new authors. 
 

“Teleology is like a mistress to a biologist: he cannot live without her but he’s unwilling to be seen 

with her in public.” 

— John Haldane (c.1935), supposedly attributed to Ernst Brucke (c.1885)12 

 
 
Notes 

 
N1. (a) Note: here we will not concern ourselves with the erroneous nature of the: “life emerged from 

chemistry and physics” assertion, in that firstly it is a panbioism theory, secondly, it is a perpetual 

motion of the living kind assertion, and thirdly, as Tesla famous put it in 1915 ‘there is no thing 

endowed with life’; hence something that does not exist (life) cannot emerge from chemistry and 

physics. A moving human walking talking human can emerge, so to speak, from chemistry and physics, 

according to the principles of physical chemistry, as depicted below: 

 
in the same way a moving retinal molecule can be synthesized, but this movement—as Tesla so wisely 

discerned—does not preclude that something called ‘life’ is endowed in the moving human molecule 

or any moving or animated molecule for that matter.  

(b) eoht.info/page/Defunct+theory+of+life 

(c) eoht.info/page/Life+terminology+upgrades 

N2. In the photo of stacked books, Dynamics in Action (1999) is shown ‘above’ Incomplete Nature 

(2011), whereas correctly, to clarify, Dynamics in Action should be shown below Incomplete Nature, as 

the books were read by the author in chronological order; are reshuffling must have occurred after. 
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